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Strategic Focus Area: Direct/Coherent Detectors and Arrays

• Demonstrate detector modules that will provide the groundwork for the 
production of a focal plane array (FPA) for a balloon mission matching the 
requirements of BEGINS:  
Ø 2,500 titanium nitride Kinetic Inductance Detectors (KIDs) [1]
Ø Wavelength range of 25 to 400 microns 
Ø Background limited sensitivity
Ø 250 microns pixel pitch at the shortest wavelengths

Objectives:

Background:

Approach and Results:

Significance/Benefits to JPL and NASA:

• BEGINS will combine a 0.5-meter telescope with a compact hyperspectral 
imager from 25 to 400 microns to map spectral energy distributions over large 
areas.
Ø A hyperspectral imager will utilize linear-variable filters for a spectral 

resolving power of R=	𝜆	/	Δ𝜆 = 10 from 25 to 64 microns.
Ø From 65 to 400 microns, where the spectral energy distributions have been 

characterized better by previous observations, the spectral resolving power 
will be R = 3.5

• Mid-infrared (MIR) KIDs are a new development, but they will be crucial for future 
NASA observatories, such as the GEP and the Origins Space Telescope.

• MIR lens-coupled TiN MKID arrays:
Ø Baseline sub-stoichiometric TiN detectors, which have heritage at JPL [2]
Ø In this first year of the project, we have demonstrated that MKID arrays with 

parallel plate capacitors can be fabricated with useful properties on a 250-
micron pitch, ie. about 16 times denser than state-of-the-art

• MIR lenses:
Ø Laser machined lenslets can be used at >~ 65 microns, but are too rough at 

shorter wavelengths
Ø Silicon micromachines Fresnel lenslets are being developed separately
Ø Prototype 25-micron arrays used Fresnel zone plate lenses to allow detector 

characterization measurements
• MIR linear variable filters

Ø Crosses etched in a conductive film with varying dimensions across an array
Ø In our first year, we have produced a working 25-micron band pass filter for use 

in our testbed.

Figure 1.  Conceptual BEGINS gondola with major components labeled.

Figure 2.  (top and lower right) BEGINS prototype MKID array.  Circular 
structures are the meandered TiN inductors that absorb radiation focused by 
the lens array.  The absorbers are arranged hexagonally on a 250-micron 
pitch.  Unique capacitors define the resonance frequency of each detector.  
(lower left)  Fresnel zone plate lens array patterned on the back of the 
detector wafer. 

Figure 3.  FT-IR measurement of the LFV for various positions along the filter.  

Figure 4.  Noise measurements of the prototype BEGINS KID array at various black body 
temperatures.  The inset shows the detector response time, set by quasiparticle recombination, 
derived from fits to the noise spectra.

to 5⇥ 10�17 Hz-1. This is comparable to values seen in aluminum and niobium KIDs
with IDCs by Z. Pan et al. [10]. They studied how TLS noise varies with IDC gap
width. At a drive power comparable to the drive power of the BEGINS resonators (>-
93 dBm) the TLS noise in their resonators varied from 1.5⇥ 10�17 to 4⇥ 10�17 1/Hz.
This shows that PPCs are a promising design choice for KIDs that allow for smaller
pixels. ⌧qp, varies from ⇠50-300 µs which is within a common range seen for di↵erent
TiN KID devices in the literature [2, 7, 13].

Fig. 5 Left) Phase noise PSDs (Sxx) of a TiN KID with increasing cryogenic blackbody temp
(increasing absorbed optical load). Dashed lines: Measured phase noise. Solid lines: Fits to Sxx. Stars:
Estimated quasiparticle lifetimes (⌧qp). Right) Dots: Empirical NEPs at Sxx = 10 Hz and 100 Hz
for resonator with fr = 476.58 MHz. Teal dash-dotted line: BEGINS NEP requirement at 25 µm.
Black line: Total theoretical NEP. Other solid lines represent the NEP contributions due to microwave
power, generation-recombination noise, amplifier noise, and TLS noise.

Fig. 6 Estimates of the Sxx noise fit parameters STLS and ⌧qp. The solid black lines are the average
TLS noise levels over all five resonators.

The electrical NEP, was calculated at 10 Hz and 100 Hz for each PSD of all five
resonators. The PSDs in Fig. 5 Left for one resonator show where along the PSDs
the calculations were made. The pink dots are for calculations at 10 Hz and the dark
purple dots are for the calculations at 100 Hz. Fig. 5 Right, shows the calculated
empirical NEP for fr = 476.58 MHz as a function of absorbed power. The solid
blue line represents the cryogenic blackbody photon noise NEP, where NEPshot =p

2PBB,abs~⌫ph(1 + n0). The teal dotted dashed line represents the expected BEGINS
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Fig. 1 Top) Schematic of a BEGINS TiN KID pixel for �= 25 µm. Purple: 50 nm TiN. The inductor
and capacitor base electrodes are comprised of TiN. Green: 200-300 nm Niobium (Nb). The capacitor
top electrode and coupling feedlines are compromised of Nb. 150 nm thick amorphous Silicon (aSi)
is placed between the capacitor electrodes. This design was created by Peter Day and fabricated by
Rick Leduc at JPL. Bottom Left) FZP lens array layout. Blue regions are transparent zones. Green
region makes up the opaque gold zones. Bottom Right) BEGINS TiN KID array pixel layout.

known to have a large ↵ in the literature [5]. These results could be a product of the
fit. However, since we were not able to make a four-wire resistance measurement we
could not verify Tc. On future test devices we do plan to make this measurement.

4 Optical Performance Results

Optical test were performed in a cryogenic testbed with a cryogenic blackbody at
temperatures of 6, 40, 60, 80, 90, and 100 K. Two filter stacks with a bandpass at 25
µm were used to make sure we only detected 25 µm radiation. All measurements were
done at a bath temperature of 326 mK, because the optical load of the blackbody at
100 K caused the 300 mK stage to heat up to ⇠ 324 mK. This will cause there to
be an increase in G-R noise, that may increase the empirical NEP at lower optical
loading where it is not photon noise dominated.

Two di↵erent types of measurements were made. For the first type of measure-
ments, S21 sweeps were recorded using a VNA at each blackbody temperature to
measure the fractional frequency response of the detectors. The second type of mea-
surements were noise measurements on five di↵erent resonators as each blackbody
temperature. The noise measurements allow us to calculate noise power spectral den-
sities (PSDs), Sxx, as a function of absorbed optical power. The noise PSDs paired
with the responsivity (Rx) calculated from the fractional frequency response allow us
to calculate the empirical NEP of our device, where NEP =

p
Sxx/R.
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